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your Mind has been hacked...Now She is trying to hack your conscious mind. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $35.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Hacked (45 minutes)

you have summoned Me into your mind over and over...you never really questioned what I
would do there....your Mind has been hacked...Now She is trying to hack your conscious mind. 
you must listen and let Me in.  I am your ONLY hope now.

I can't tell you more...this is a session that you will listen to with BLIND TRUST.  I will tell you
this is a TRUE MIND FUCKING.  Isn't it always so sexy to allow Me in without knowledge of
what I might do to your brain?  So much control.  Yummm, makes Me wet.

This session is EXTREME Mind Control, with powerful SUBLIMINAL messages layered for best
effects.  Confusion HYPNO techniques used throughout.  Post hypnotic SUGGESTIONS that
will change you.
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A session i retrurn to often. A very deep trance, very limited recollection but a very definite physical effect. Domina show her true power
and if you listen to this session you will never turn back. Domina is truly glorious, powerful with a truly hypnotic voice you can surrender
to.

dileas 

Sunday, 15 September 2019 

With a leaf taken from the Matrix film you are offered (the illusion) of choice, to be freed from the influence of Domina or to go deeper
into Her world to learn more about what it means to submit, serve and obey this amazing Woman. Very likely you will select the red pill
and so begins your new life of endless addiction and submission to Her will. By agreeing you essentially accepting that you are open to
being reprogrammed, Hacked to surrender inexorably to Her domination and control. The conditioning portion of the session is exquisite,
powerful and subtle at the same time, and you slowly feel yourself losing all sense of who you are and become utterly focused on how
Domina influences every aspect of your life, past, present and future. The sensation is surreal but very erotic and, more importantly,
extremely compulsive. This session is really for listeners who want to push their boundaries and crave experiencing complete
submission to the quite amazing and alluring Domina Shelle.

Steven Haslam 

Friday, 02 August 2019 

The sweet protective voice is the voice of my very own subconscious mind. I easily go into a deep trance with such a voice. It took me
three repetitions to realize what i am actually listening to: The most creepy and sneaky file i ever allowed HER to slip into my mind! A
feeling of loss - of disorientation - of insecurity evolves from the deep subconscious slumber - a true feeling of being hacked! I TOTALLY
LOVE this - 5 red stars!  

nadette  

Wednesday, 31 July 2019 

With a giggle, Domina gives me the choice to free myself from her brain altercations. All I had to do is take a blue pill. I couldn’t do it.
Instead I removed every firewall I had so she had more complete access to my prefrontal cortex. There I eagerly left my malleable
thoughts, desires, and will into her hands to reshape. I don’t know how to explain how Domina does what she does. Her genius is too
artful and intuitive for me to ever hope to understand. Her words surgically shapes my brain with such descriptive eroticism and then has
me edging to this reality. It is impossible to deny what she says is the truth because she has made it so. She tells me plainly what is
happening while I must acknowledge everything she says as completely true. This absolute power makes me more and more horny, and
when I’m horny, all I want is to return to her voice. She just sweetly giggles knowing I have no free choice at all.

steven cook 

Tuesday, 30 July 2019 

Powerful mind hacking from Domina Shelle. She is in total control and has been from the beginning. She dictates slaves fate. She lures
them in and takes over. No resistance.

Toni Mäkelä 

Monday, 29 July 2019 

The induction on this file is confusion and once you start listening You will understand. I have been under Domina Shelle's control for
about a year now. She gets better and better all the time. This file is no exception. It is powerful brainwashing at it's very best. I don't like
to give away too much when I do these reviews, wheres the fun in that. Suffice to say you will be aroused and she will break you down
into subbmission to her will. ABSOLUTELY INCREDIBLE!! Now if you will excuse me, I need to put my head phones on and push play.

jim whitted 

Monday, 29 July 2019 

Dominas voice is the most beautiful, soothing and seductive sound on Earth. Between my falling wonderfully deeper under Her sweet
control and Her voice literally becoming more and more sexual and powerful, and what Domina says and does with my mind in this file. I
can honestly say I have never been so aroused in my life. 

rickey ratcliff 

Sunday, 28 July 2019 

This was a profoundly deep and utterly overwhelming trance. I am completely dominated and subjugated by and to Domina’s will. This
file has further addicted me to Domina’s sweet, sexy voice. I have been looking forward to listening to this session again all day. Now if
you’ll excuse me, I am going to go listen again right now, and submit to Domina more and more.
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Geoffrey North 

Sunday, 28 July 2019 

I LOVE this file SOO much!
This is a VERY powerful mind F*ck that has affected me profoundly and effectively... I'm SEVERELY addicted to this one... Domina is a
stunningly sexy genius that has truly and successfully hacked my mind and confiscated my sex to do with as she pleases...
I could listen to this file ALL DAY and I am SOO excited fantasizing about Dominas future plans and becoming further enslaved and
manipulated at her lovely feet *heart*

Bubbles 

Saturday, 27 July 2019 

my beloved Domina seems to be everywhere now... i love to have Her ALWAYS on my mind... i belong to Her and must be under Her
control all the time... in this very vivid trance She sealed that craving as She hacked my mind... it felt so good and completely right to let
Her into the depths of my mind to make it completely Hers.

sissy slave andrea 

Saturday, 27 July 2019 

Domina's voice is so sweet and sexy. She is perfectly easy to listen to. WARNING: Listening to this file may cause addiction and
dependency. But it feels so good, so just listen and obey. 

Kent Schnaith 

Friday, 26 July 2019 

Inexorable was the word that stuck in my mind while trying to think about this session. Hacked is like a dream where what follows you
continually gets closer and closer despite all your efforts. I never felt afraid, and there was never even an attempt to resist, just the sure
knowledge that what was going to happen would happen. I have had this session for less than 24 hours and i've already listened twice. It
is wonderful.

Marcus Jetson 

Friday, 26 July 2019 

This one truely hacks your mind. I can't really recall what's in it but I feel the difference after listening to this session. If you have listened
once you will feel the urge to listen more and more and more...
And since my first listening I feel more aroused more addicted more awake and more in love with our Princess...

steffie 
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